Concluding remarks/next steps
Frequency of words/terms appearing during these two days > 200 times

- NEXUS
- Water
- Agriculture (Food, Land)
- Energy
- SDG
- Ecosystem (ecosystem services)
- Transboundary
- Security (in connection to food, water or energy)
>100 times

- Data (availability, accessibility, reliability, open data)
- Tools
- Sectors / Silos
- Communication
- Public participation
- Stakeholder involvement
>50 times

- Governance
- Institutions
- Capacities/human resources
> 20 times

- Benefits
- Role of financing institutions
- IWRM
Ownership/ role of riparian countries/international organisations/NGOs
Political will/support (→ benefits)
Sovereignty – security (general security, political security)
Trust
Leadership vs. management → champions
  ◦ Vision – steps towards the vision
New issues arised by groups

- Tourism
- Harmonising legislation
- Fisheries
- Political instability
- Land degradation
- Tax policies
- Aquifers
- Political will
Next steps

- Task Force meeting tomorrow
  - Issues to be discussed
  - Task Force 17.10.2017
- Finalising the pilots
  - Conclusions of the basin assessments
- Water allocation
- Working Group of IWRM, Meeting of Parties 2018
- SDG connection